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Intro
In the mobile app space, technology platforms can 
often solve specific issues for marketers while also 
creating entirely new ones for engineering and, even 
worse, for the user experience. Integrating new tools 
into an app’s martech stack is typically done through 
the implementation of that tools’ SDK, which can 
tax the product experience and create significant 
engineering overhead. 

In most cases, developers and product managers 
are unaware of the effect an SDKs technical issues 
can have on the user experience because they are 
unable to efficiently test the network calls and load 
times required by SDKs across platforms and regions. 
To make matters worse, without deep visibility into 
dependencies, these SDK-related issues are instead 
interpreted as deficiencies in app design, causing PMs 
to misallocate resources towards analyzing, reworking 
and “fixing” user flows that were never broken in the 
first place.

HeadSpin offers a number of different lenses of 
analysis to help identify load caused by SDKs. This 
gives you the visibility to reduce SDK bloat and fatigue 
in your app, eliminating the need to implement 
and maintain multiple SDKs, increasing speed to 
market and reducing app binary size whilst allowing 
developers to re-focus on core product development 
and optimization efforts.

To help developers quickly and easily solve the issues 
stated above, HeadSpin has created this step-by-step 
guide on how to Identify and Eliminate the Negative 
Impact of SDKs on Your App’s Response Time and 
Engagement Metrics.

HeadSpin helps development, 
QA, operations, and product 
teams proactively eliminate 
performance and functional 
issues and deliver flawless 
digital experiences across 
mobile, web, audio, and video 
applications, automation, AI, 
and analytics, HeadSpin unifies 
end-to-end testing, performance 
optimization, and experience 
monitoring. HeadSpin’s Global 
Device Infrastructure spans 
thousands of real devices 
running unmodified applications 
on actual carrier and WiFi 
networks in over a hundred of 
locations worldwide.



Part 1. 
Identify App 
Performance Issues 
from SDKs with 
HeadSpin
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One thing that is extremely helpful in improving overall app performance and 
ultimately user experience, is understanding the impact of SDKs used by an app. 
To do this, we should dive deep on understanding the impact of SDKs to both the 
device CPU time/usage and the network behavior from the dependent SDKs.

1. Identify CPU Dependency Issues
Ultimately, what we are trying to understand is the impact to CPU load times 
from each SDK dependency as each will eat CPU time and have some client-side 
performance impact.

How it Works
Simply upload an APK or IPA into the HeadSpin Nimble App Platform, as well as 
any corresponding user flows which can then be analyzed from the client-side 
perspective. As the flow executes, Nimble analyzes the client-side performance of 
your application.

One helpful analysis available is the “CPU Time by Dependency” chart, which 
quickly shows at-a-glance what the CPU time used by dependency.

In the example above, we can see that it is not only the native application code that 
is eating up a majority of CPU time, but rather the third-party SDKs and libraries 
used by the application actually use up more than 50% of the overall CPU time. 
This view really helps developers understand the CPU impact of not only the native 
application, but also the third-party libraries.
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2. Identifying Issues from SDK Network Calls
Another helpful analysis with HeadSpin is the ability to see all the networks calls 
being made by third-party SDKs. Each network call will ultimately translate into wait 
time on the device, and have a significant impact on the overall end-user experience.

How it Works
The HeadSpin Platform allows you to test your app on a Global Device Infrastructure 
of real devices on real networks deployed in over a hundred locations. When you 
test your app on the HeadSpin platform, the platform will use AI to analyze all of the 
client-server traffic and generate a visual representation of the session flow so you 
can easily understand the performance implications of specific components and 
interactions.

The screenshot below shows session data run from a test in Mexico City on the 
Telcel network: 

We can run this analysis for different scenarios, like cold or warm startups, or 
other critical user journeys, to see what proportion of CPU time these SDKs 
are consuming during these activities. Remember, each SDK will have some 
CPU impact, so being able to quickly see the proportional amount of CPU time 
usage, and the actual time used is extremely helpful to developers for optimizing 
performance.
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Waiting on slow splash screens when using an app is something we can 
all relate to, and it doesn’t make for a very positive user experience. With 
HeadSpin’s waterfall view you can see the call stack from the session and 
quickly understand what is taking the most amount of time, and specific details 
for those trouble areas: 

The colors are intended to help you quickly understand the behavior, and more 
importantly the impact to the end user:

• Orange = User impact (i.e. waiting)

• Green = Network Wait

• Purple = TLS

Example 1: Excessive TCP Network Time

Let’s look at an example of the cold start for the Duolingo app. We can 
immediately see that a number of SDKs are being loaded at cold start, such as 
Crashlytics and Adjust:
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As we have the ability to drill down into the network calls during this time, we can 
see some of the network behavior originates from SDK dependencies. Specifically, 
by zooming into the cold start time we can immediately notice that the Adjust SDK 
has an unusually long TCP connection time:

From the details pane on the right, we can see the IP being called by the SDK is 
`185.151.204.15`, which a reverse lookup confirms is hosted in Germany; a long 
TCP connection time across the pond shouldn’t be a surprise, but is also not ideal. 
The unfortunate thing for the user is that their app experience will be impacted by 
the app waiting for a response based on this network behavior.

Example 2: Slow TLS Handshakes

Secure connections are important, but they can have performance implications. 
In theory, a TLS handshake should not take more than 300 ms, but with real-world 
conditions we know this isn’t usually the case. The real question is how bad are 
they in your app, and are they impacting the user experience? This problem is so 
common that HeadSpin has designed a view specifically to help contextualize this. 
By selecting “Slow TLS” from the Issues List Card on the left, the waterfall view will 
highlight all TLS handshakes:
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You can see that there are some TLS handshakes taking up to 
10 seconds, and one to `api.apptentive.com` taking about 12.5 
seconds. HeadSpin’s Impact Time metric shows that by implementing 
the recommended fix, you can shave almost 12 seconds off this 
time. You can click on the actual transaction to get more details for 
troubleshooting or “discussion” with the provider:

Remember, each additional third-party SDK you add will have its 
own network requests with TLS handshakes, so the more SDK 
dependencies the worse the problem gets. Network calls like this can 
be a black box for developers, especially if you’re using CocoaPods or 
another dependency manager to import the SDK.

Ultimately, the implications of third-party SDK behavior can really 
add up especially if a large number of them are being used. Each one 
will have some impact on performance, and ultimately the end-user 
experience suffers.



Part 2. 
Measure the Impact
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Visibility to the impact of SDK dependencies is a great way to understand and 
improve app performance, and ultimately the user experience. But, this is only 
one of the many things to consider—you should constantly be focused on 
ongoing monitoring and optimization in order to ensure live app performance 
in the context of SDKs, and beyond. Here are some best practices that can help 
you proactively understand performance:

1. Continuously Monitor Interaction KPIs
Continuously monitoring interaction KPIs critical user journeys can help you 
truly understand the business impact and prioritize performance issues.

HeadSpin gives you data and visibility across the entire user journey:

2. Quantify Impact and Optimize User Flows 
HeadSpin’s proprietary Impact Time metric quantifies the impact of issues 
identified by its AI engine. 

Impact Time represents plausible areas of improvement within the app. The 
Union Impact Time for a user flow is an estimate of how much the response 
time for the overall user flow can be improved. Resolving high Impact Time 
issues will typically yield the biggest performance boosts.
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Impact Time is measured relative to a benchmark based on the expected amount of 
time for an optimized app to accomplish the same tasks. HeadSpin’s expert system 
will flag all such issues in the UI and provide recommended approaches for optimizing 
the app.

In the example below, HeadSpin has identified a Domain Sharding issue that has an 
Impact Time of 949 ms:
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Case Studies
Many of our customers have demonstrated success with the methods 
outlined above.

1. Pinterest was able to reduce in-app load times by 60% and identify and 
resolve regressions in under 21 hours (previously this could take days). 
Read the Full Case Study Here.

2. Akamai’s field sales teams were able to make recommendations to 
customers about how to improve performance and reliability—making 
it easier for them to do their jobs. Read the Full Case Study Here

3. Telstra used HeadSpin insights to easily identify potential issues, 
investigate them, and quickly take action to improve their network—
positioning them for continued leadership in their region. Read the Full 
Case Study Here.

Conclusion
There is no shortage of effective tools available to help marketers and PMs 
achieve their businesses’ growth goals. However, implementing a variety of 
vendor SDKs can create detrimental and often invisible issues for both the 
engineers who build those apps and websites, and the customers who use 
them, which can be devastating to said growth goals. The manner in which 
tools are implemented, monitored and managed is as important to the 
performance of the organization as the functionality that they bring to end 
users. To succeed, it is critical that organizations use the most secure and 
scalable means of building out their martech stack, and precisely monitor the 
ongoing impact of SDKs through platforms like Headspin.

Learn More
Interested in learning more about how you can use HeadSpin to monitor SDK 
impact? Visit headspin.io

https://info.headspin.io/hubfs/Customer%20Logos/Pinterest/HS-CaseStudy-Pinterest-v4.pdf
https://www.headspin.io/customers/akamai-case-study/
https://www.headspin.io/customers/telstra-case-study/
https://www.headspin.io/customers/telstra-case-study/
https://bit.ly/3r6eGiD
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